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Readership profile

Rail Professional is received by directors and 
managers in every company operating in 
the rail industry in all sectors – financial, 
commercial, purchasing, engineering and 
general management. The breakdown 
reveals the magazine’s strong management 
profile – 59 per cent of readers are managers 
or board-level executives. Even those who 
are not managers themselves are primarily 
advisers, consultants or professionals in a 
strong position to influence thinking and 
purchases.

For over 20 years Rail Professional has delivered 
thought provoking, in-depth analysis of the rail 
sector

What sets us apart?
•  Focused and dynamic - the only monthly magazine 

dedicated to managers in the rail sector.
•  The industry number one for display advertising, 

delivering readers with real buying power.
•  The established market-leader for recruitment 

advertising at executive and managerial levels, both in 
print and online.

•  Delivered to 22,000 readers, including members of the 
Institution of Railway Operators.
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EDITORIAL EXCELLENCE

Rail Professional is valued by its readers because it focuses on 
the commercial and political developments that will make a real 
difference to their companies. The magazine has a well-deserved 
reputation for getting interviews with some of the most influential 
players in the industry, including Chris Leech MBE, Mark Hopwood, 
Peter Wilkinson, Paul Priestman, John Larkinson, David Sidebottom, 
Professor Chris Nash, Alastair Dormer, Professor Simon Iwnicki and 
Esther McVey.
 Throughout the turbulent history of the privatised railway, Rail 
Professional has helped managers keep abreast of the strategy, 
policies, personalities and politics that define the industry. Through 
our regular high-profile interviews with rail regulators, ministers and 
top directors, Rail Professional offers informed insight to those working 
in rail. 
 Not only that, the magazine features regular columns from the 
Rail Delivery Group, BTPA, Rail Alliance, Oxera’s Andrew Meaney, Chris 
Cheek, Women in Rail, FTA, RSSB, KPMG, Atkins’ Philip Hoare, Transport 
Focus and rail specialists from a range of leading law firms.
 Rail Professional’s website has also been redesigned – back issues 
are now available as digital publications and both the news and 
recruitment sections are updated throughout the month.

Publishing schedule 2017
February 2017 issue
Published January 30th
March 2017 issue
Published February 27th
April 2017 issue
Published March 31st
May 2017 issue
Published April 30th
June 2017 issue
Published May 29th
July/Aug 2017 issue
Published June 30th
September 2017 issue
Published August 31st
October 2017 issue
Published September 3oth
November 2017 issue
Published October 30th
December/Jan 2018 issue
Published November 30th
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Tunnelling

Surveying

Consumer RightsNew depths and new highs

Fugro on the positive picture for geotechnical work in the UK

T he dual challenge of a rising 
population and concentrated 

urban demographies necessitates 

smart planning, design and 
delivery of major infrastructure 

programmes.  Innovative feats of 

engineering, combined with ambition, 

commitment and investment in skills, are 

required to facilitate the travel of ever-larger 

numbers of people.  After all, the Office of 

Rail and Road (ORR) recently calculated that 

there were 1.7 billion passenger journeys 

on the UK’s rail network in the last financial 

year.  
 The rail industry finds itself faced with 

the challenge of safely and reliably enabling 

these journeys, while interfacing new 

schemes with the existing infrastructure, 

creating space in urban settings and 

protecting the beauty of the UK’s 

countryside.  Unsurprisingly, transport 

investment programmes are looking to 

tunnelling for an answer.   
 In an urban environment, competition 

for space has required major schemes to 

increasingly seek to develop underground 

space. The successful construction of 

Crossrail across the country’s capital has 

raised the ambition of what can now be 

achieved in an urban setting.
 Tunnelling is increasingly seen as 

essential to mitigate the impact of major 

projects in rural contexts.  The Hindhead 

Tunnel in Surrey opened as part of the 

upgrade of the London to Portsmouth 

A3 in 2011 and has added significant 

benefit to the travelling public.  It raised 

public awareness of how we look after our 

natural environment in the UK, remaining 

sympathetic to its surroundings and creating 

an exciting new recreational space for local 

people.   Large portions of the HS2 Phase 1 route 

will similarly benefit from tunnelling for 

environmental reasons.
 Applying the lessons learnt from a 

diverse range of programmes, from Crossrail 

to Hindhead will be crucial to the success 

of future investment in infrastructure 

programmes designed to provide a vital 

economic boost to our economy.  

 Large-scale projects, such as HS2 and 

the proposed TransPennine upgrade works, 

which have the potential to drive regional 

growth and create thousands of jobs in 

the supply chain, will look to tunnelling 

technology to provide a sustainable solution, 

while responding to the challenges of 

keeping the UK moving.Need to innovateAs society increasingly expects 

infrastructure to be buried, we need to 

innovate in the planning and construction 

processes to make these projects as efficient 

as possible. Making transportation projects 

compatible with the urban fabric of a city 

remains challenging, even when the route is 

underground.   It is hoped that the more extensive use 

of the Development Consent Order planning 

instrument will result in more streamlined 

and predictable outcomes, exemplifying 

the ability of industry to deliver complex 

tunnelling projects involving multiple 

stakeholders.    The bar of expectation will continue to be 

raised. To deliver ever higher standards on 

burgeoning programmes – such as Crossrail 

2, HS2, the Bakerloo Line extension, A303 

Stonehenge, Lower Thames Crossing and 

various options for TransPennine tunnels 

to improve connectivity in the North - new 

norms need to be established.  

The industry needs to continue to ensure that the UK has a pool of well-trained tunnelling 

engineers capable of responding to the challenges of high profile schemes, says Philip Hoare

FEATURE    |   39

Tunnelling: a bright new horizon

VIEWPOINT    |   39

 • A truly global project portfolio •

• EFNARC certificated SCL and NATM Nozzlemen •

 
Crossrail C305Main Contractor – Dragados-Sisk JV

 
Crossrail C247Main Contractor – Carillion

 
Bankside Cable Tunnel – Southwark

Main Contractor – Murphy Ltd

 
UO1 Boxjack – Olympic Village
Main Contractor – Skanska
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Main Contractor – Laing O’Rourke

 
Dublin Port TunnelMain Contractor – Nishimatsu Mowlem 

Irishenco JV 
Moorgate Access Shaft ( Crossrail )

Main Contractor – Skanska
 

MI Northhampton Box Jack
Main Contractor – Nuttals

 
Cork Main DrainageMain Contractor – Ascon Limited

 
CTRL 220Main Contractor – Nishimatsu Cementation 

Skanska 
Copenhagen Metro –Main Contractor – COMET

 
Southwark to London Bridge–
Main Contractor – Aoke Soletranche

 
Kentish Town Cable Tunnel
Main Contractor – Nuttals
 

Singapore Metro MRTC
Main Contractor – Nishimatsu

 
DLR ExtensionMain Contractor – Nishimatsu Mowlem JV

Contracts to date Include:

TG Tunnelling are based in the UK. The company specialise in 

underground construction and tunnelling projects. The business 

was originally established to provide specialist services to the 

tunnelling industry in particular underground construction 

activities and deep shaft excavations. We have established a 

reputation as a specialist stand alone sub-contractor providing 

excellent service to the industry.

“A WORLD OF TUNNELLING EXPERIENCE”
 • Fully trained Miners for all tunnelling disciplines •

 • Labour resources for all aspects of tunnelling works •

 • Fully trained workforce including Mechanical Fitters and PLC Electricians •

 • Specialist tunnelling staff dedicated to providing project support and programme delivery •
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Channel Tunnel Rail Link
Dublin Port Tunnel
Crossrail
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B
uried among the welter of statistics 

which are published these days on 

the internet are some fascinating 

� gures on the use of di� erent 

modes for journeys to and from 

work. Tracking these over a number of years 

has enabled us to see how changes in the 

patterns of travel to work have driven the 

overall demand for rail services, and in turn to 

look at other growth in demand.

 � e annual Labour Force Surveys 

undertaken by the O�  ce for National 

Statistics track people’s mode of travel to work. 

� us, in 1996, 3.3 per cent of the workforce 

reported that they used rail as the main mode 

for their journey. � e workforce as a whole 

then numbered 26 million, so that the number 

of people who regularly used national rail 

services was no more than 847,000. Given 

the volume of publicity generated about 

rail commuters and the political concern 

generated, it came as something of a surprise 

to realise that rail commuters constituted such 

a small percentage of the population. 

 However, by the time you multiplied that 

up by two trips a day for � ve days a week 

for 48 weeks a year, it came to around 407 

million passenger journeys a year, or roughly 

51 per cent of the total. � is coincides with 

other survey evidence, for example from the 

Department for Transport’s National Travel 

Survey, which also puts travel to and from 

work as the purpose for around 50 per cent of 

all rail journeys.

 Interesting then to fast forward to 2014 – 

the most recent year for which the statistics 

are available – and see what has happened 

in the interim. Well, the � rst thing that we 

notice has been the growth in the size of the 

workforce, which has increased by almost 15 

per cent, from around 26 million to just under 

30 million. And the second thing is that the 

proportion of people using national rail has 

also increased sharply, from the 3.3 per cent 

recorded in 1996 to 5.6 per cent.

 � e combined e� ect of these two changes 

has been that the number of people now using 

national rail for their journeys to work has 

almost exactly doubled to a fraction below 1.7 

million. Multiplying up by the same two trips a 

day, � ve days a week for 48 weeks a year gives 

us a passenger journey � gure of 810 million, 

also double the � gure for 1996. Interestingly, 

though, the proportion of rail journeys 

undertaken to and from work has remained 

largely unaltered, at 49 per cent. 

 � us, we see a larger workforce, then, 

making more use of rail while at the same 

time the main alternative has become more 

expensive and di�  cult to use. Car travel 

to work in urban centres has become less 

attractive in three ways: journey times have 

become extended as congestion has increased; 

the cost and/or supply of parking have become 

more di�  cult; and in central London we 

have seen the introduction of the congestion 

charge.

 We can see the combined e� ects of all 

this through Transport for London’s annual 

cordon counts, which track changes in central 

London arrivals during the morning peak. 

� us, between 1996 and 2014, car commuting 

into central London fell by around 30 per cent. 

Over the same period, surface rail arrivals grew 

by 38 per cent, Underground/DLR by the same 

amount, and bus commuters by 72 per cent.

 To this extent, we have seen nothing new 

in the growth in rail demand since 1996: 

after all, there were periods of rising demand 

in the late 1970’s and the mid-1980’s as 

well, when the economy was doing relatively 

well and employment was rising. What has 

distinguished the phase since 1996 has been 

the success of the train operators in growing 

the market for non-work trips.

 Rail for other purposes on the rise

Looking at data from the ORR and from the 

National Travel Survey (NTS), we can see 

that use of rail for other purposes – including 

business travel, education, shopping, leisure 

and personal business – has also doubled 

since 1996. In many ways, this is even more 

interesting, because these are much more 

contestable markets. Aside from some 

business and educational travel, these trip 

purposes do not require journeys to be made 

during the peaks, so that consumers have a 

much freer choice of modes for many trips. 

Many of them represent optional travel – so 

that one of the choices is not to travel at all 

To this extent, we have seen nothing new in 

the growth in rail demand since 1996: after 

all, there were periods of rising demand in the 

late 1970’s and the mid-1980’s as well, when the 

economy was doing relatively well and employment 

was rising. What has distinguished the phase since 

1996 has been the success of the train operators in 

growing the market for non-work trips

O� -peak demand growth is complementing the rise in commuting – and providing a huge 

bonus for taxpayers, says Chris Cheek

FEATURE    |   31
VIEWPOINT    |   31

Bottoms up

The Cheek of it...     C
hris Cheek

Editorial: Lorna Slade
Tel: 01268 711811  
editor@railpro.co.uk  
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FEBRUARY
...........................................................................................
Light Rail/Metro/Tram
Light rail won’t be left behind again. A look at where we’re 
at in the revolution  
Depots
The increasingly important role of maintenance depots 
in reducing service time and costs. New developments in 
depot equipment and Train Washing

MARCH
...................................................................................................................
Station refurbishment
A look at new/refurbished stations throughout the UK
Subjects to be covered include refurbishment, Passenger 
Information systems, Lighting, Car Parks, retailing and 
catering
Ticketing technology
What are the new developments in ticketing and are they 
for everyone?

APRIL
...........................................................................................
Franchising 
A look at recent developments and upcoming franchising 
opportunities 
Customer comes first
What do passengers want and are TOC’s delivering?

MAY
...........................................................................................
Infrarail 2018 (1st–3rd May)
A preview of this all-encompassing showcase for 
technological innovations across the entire rail supply 
market

JUNE
...................................................................................................................
High speed rail
An update on HS2 and on high speed from a global 
perspective
Track and Trackside
New technological developments in track and the latest in 
trackside maintenance, Level Crossings
Wildlife and Vegetation management
Electrification /Signalling
Updates on the electrification programmes, the 
implementation of ERTMS and GSM-Railway

JULY / AUGUST
...........................................................................................
Supply chain
A look at the industry and government initiatives designed 
to create a healthy and sustainable rail supply chain in the 
UK including Asset Management and Green Initiatives 
Sustainability
The leading initiatives across this important area

SEPTEMBER
...........................................................................................
Stations focus 
An update on projects covering refurbishment, Passenger 
Information systems, Lighting, Car Parks, retailing and 
catering
Safety & Security
The developments, challenges and opportunities in these 
two vital areas. Covering a wide range of subjects from PPE 
to CCTV, Site Access and Barriers

OCTOBER
...........................................................................................
Surveying and Geotechnical engineering 
The projects and new technologies in these areas
•  Stabilisation
•  Rope access
Tunnels and Tunnelling

NOVEMBER
...........................................................................................
Skills
The initiatives that are helping to build and sustain the 
UK’s rail workforce
Consulting
The key role consultants play in rail and the added value 
they bring to a project

DECEMBER
...........................................................................................
Freight
The issues and opportunities for Road-Rail
Rolling stock
The new styles of rolling stock and a look at 
Refurbishment, WiFi and new Livery/Branding

FEATURES LIST 2018
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Readership research has revealed that, on average, more than 60 per cent of 
respondents either decide, recommend or specify the purchase of rail products 
and services. The buying power of Rail Professional’s readers equates to a 
staggering £6.86bn.

Advertising

Many issues dictate how, where and when rail projects are given the green light and 
become reality. Once the business case is established, among the most important 
considerations are the commercial and political – and these are where Rail Professional 
excels. It is because of this unique editorial focus that Rail Professional is essential 
reading for senior executives in every sector of the UK rail industry, nationwide. This is 
reflected in the calibre of the vacancies successfully advertised in the market-leading 
‘Recruitment’ section. As such, the magazine offers a great platform for advertisers 
to reach those at the very top of the purchasing tree in this £multi-billion industry. A 
further benefit to you is that your advertisement can be seen on the website  
www.railpro.co.uk where every issue is archived in PDF format, thereby extending its 
shelf-life and value.

Recruitment advertising

With the emphasis on managerial and executive positions, the full colour recruitment 
section in every issue of Rail Professional carries a wide range of posts from the UK and 
across the globe. Response-driven and cost-effective, advertisements appear not only in 
print but benefit from total visibility online at www.railpro.co.uk
 
With all of this on offer, it’s not surprising that Rail Professional is firmly established 
as the medium of choice for all the major companies and agencies in the sector.

READERS WITH
BUYING POWER

Supplement sponsorship
Exclusive or leading positions are available for 
supplements published during the course of the 
year.
Sponsored regular pages
You could have an inexpensive association with a 
specific field, such as ‘Business news’, or utilise the 
exposure and familiarity afforded by the repeated 
appearance on a specific page.
Personalised supplements
Celebrating an anniversary, product launch, or 
perhaps a merger or acquisition? Rail Professional 
will work closely with you to produce a stylish 
and cost-effective supplement. This can be 
anything from four pages bound-in, to a full 
stand-alone glossy magazine, giving you an 
invaluable promotional document that you can  
also distribute at exhibitions and to your own 
client base.

Display advertising: 
01268 711811
Recruitment advertising: 
01268 711811  
info@railpro.co.uk
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DIGITAL
MARKETING

www.railpro.co.uk
The two great attractions of the Rail 
Professional website are the Recruitment 
page and the Archives, which allow 
visitors to access every issue from the 
last three years in digital formats. 
Banners to suit every budget are 
available throughout the website and 
the constant exposure means they 
are ideal for raising brand or product 
awareness, or to support your display 
advertisement or marketing campaign. 
They also give you the chance to link to 
a very precise message within your own 
website.
 
Rail Professional e-Alert
Sponsor this free bi-monthly email 
service, which allows subscribers to 
access all content and job vacancies 
before the print edition is delivered. 
This can be used to pre-empt your 
advertising within that issue, or as an 
advertisement in its own right.

It is because of the unique and current editorial focus that the Rail 
Professional website is an essential information tool for Senior Executives, 
with exceptional year-on-year growth

The figures speak for themselves* 

www.railpro.co.uk received:

•   10% more visits in 2017 – continuous growth of new and 
 returning visitors

•   18% more page views in 2017 – increased visitor 
 engagement

•   6 million clicks in 2017 – substantial 
 interaction and response

•   Up to 26,500 visitors online each month

•   Up to 375,000 page impressions each month

We offer a highly targeted audience and access 
to some of the most influential decision-makers 
working in the rail industry today

75% of jobseekers 

now use online 

job boards*
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DOUBLE PAGE SPREAD

WITH BLEED
303 mm x 432 mm
 
TYPE AREA
268 mm x 396 mm

FULL PAGE 
TYPE AREA
268 mm  x  183 mm 

QUARTER PAGE
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130 mm  x  88 mm 

QUARTER PAGE
STRIP
TYPE AREA
60 mm  x 183 mm

FULL PAGE 
WITH BLEED
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Advertising rates (magazine)
FULL PAGE ..................................................................... £1,800.00

HALF PAGE .................................................................... £1,200.00

QUARTER PAGE .............................................................£   800.00

•  Prime positions are allocated on a first come first served basis 

• Series discounts are available on request

•  Agency discount: 10%

Mechanical data (magazine) 
Please send advert artwork as a press-ready PDF file,  optimised for 
Press - all elements must be provided in CMYK at 300dpi. Advertising 
that requires design/setting can normally be turned around within 
hours – invaluable for the recruitment advertiser.

Production department: production@railpro.co.uk

Display advertising: 
01268 711811
Recruitment advertising: 
01268 711811  info@railpro.co.uk
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Working with the rail industry to deliver cutting-edge climate science

Innovator
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We’ve been keeping people safe in hazardous environments for 130 years. We’ve put 

all of that knowledge and expertise into ArcoPro, our most technically advanced range 

of protective clothing ever. Because we know that it’s not just safety gear, it’s protecting 

people from injuries, allowing them to continue living life to the full.

arco.co.uk/experts
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